Next step in campus relocation

Anders Söderholm, has decided on the programme directive that will guide the continued work on the relocation of activities at KTH's campus.

The moves can save SEK 58 million per year

"We are now going from words to action and taking the next step in the relocation of KTH's campus", says Anders Söderholm, President of KTH. A new programme directive includes an economic analysis, a timetable and how the work on the moves will be organised. The move from Södertälje will be completed by the end of August 2025 and the move from Kista one year later.

Nästa steg i campusflytt
Next step in campus relocation

A changing organization

"In two months, on 1 April, I will no longer be the Head of administration at the ITM School", Christina Carlsson writes. "But you won't get rid of me just yet!"

Christina Carlsson's blog post
June conference: Logistics in a world of uncertainty

In June the NOFOMA conference will be hosted by INEK and the Swedish Defence University. We caught up with organisers Per Skoglund and Luca Urciuoli to get a few tidbits from the programme.

[NOFOMA landar i Stockholm](#)
[NOFOMA lands in Stockholm](#)

Curbing threats from forest and grass fires

Forest and grass fires have become increasingly common. Pernilla Ulfvengren, Fredrik Asplund and Björn Möller are working to reduce the threats posed by these fires. Among other things they will analyze societal changes caused by climate, electrification, and regional conflicts.

[Läs om forskningsprojektet FIRE](#)
[Read about the project FIRE](#)

50 000 for thesis projects with environmental focus

Urban flooding, forest wildfires and soil contamination are just some of the degree project subjects chosen to receive a 50 000 SEK scholarship from Sveriges Ingenjörer. Twelve KTH students were selected in hard competition.

[Read more on Climate Action Centre](#)

Important stuff
Check your spam folder

Soon KTH will switch to a new Newsletter client. In the beginning the e-mail might end up in your spam folder, so please be attentive. The sender will be ITM School, KTH and the address nyhetsbrev@mail.kth.se.

psst
Premises

Agreement with Akademiska Hus

KTH's strategic and long-term cooperation with Akademiska Hus is being strengthened. A Memorandum of Understanding was signed by both parties on 17 January.

New agreement with Akademiska Hus

Remember to do the survey

An Employee Pulse Survey has arrived in your mailbox; this time on the theme treatment. Please answer it no later than 14 February.

Say hello to our new colleagues!

- **Maria Wallgren**, HR Officer at ITM.
- **Rebecca Rosén**, PhD at the Unit of Processes.
- **Caroline Bern**, Educational Developer at the Unit of Digital Learning.
- **Roonak Khamooshian**, Industrial PhD at the Unit of Structures.
- **Alain Reiser**, Assistant Professor at the Unit of Properties.
- **Mateo Sanclemente Lozano**, PhD at the Unit of Heat and Power Technology.
- **Konstantinos Apostolopoulos Kalkavouras**, PhD at the Unit of Heat and Power
Teaching

**Fika Chat about the flexible education concept Tracks**

Mikael Enelund leads Tracks, an educational concept at Chalmers that develops both learning and learning environments. He visits the podcast on 14 February to talk about it.

[Link to Fika Chat, 14 February](#)

**Workshop: Working with generative AI**

Have you heard about generative AI but are not sure how to use it in your work? Sign up for this workshop on 14 February and get hands-on experience! The workshop is in Swedish.

[Link to Workshop AI, 14 February](#)

**More for teachers**

- [Watch recording from e-learning demo](#) and learn about updates to KTH Transfer to Ladok, Canvas@KTH, support on the web, program rooms and more.

Research

**Literature search service**

Did you know that the library’s search group can perform literature searches

**Take control of your research data**
for you, free of charge? No matter if you are planning to write a review article or need a qualified literature search for other reasons, you can contact them.  

Order literature search service

Having a plan and documentation for your data management practices will simplify your research process and your life. Join a KTH Library workshop to learn how to create a data management plan.

Workshop, 16 February

Apply for funding from the Unite seed fund 2024

Do you have a project you want to realise in cooperation with international partners? Interested parties can participate in a virtual matchmaking event to connect with potential partners.

Apply before 15 March

psst
Energy stats

IEA energy statistics on a new platform

IEA Statistics is a database of information and statistics in the field of energy. You can access it via the IEA platform.

How to get IEA statistics

Information meeting about SSF's announcement

KTH Research Support Office organizes an information meeting about SSF's announcement and KTH's application process. February 14, 11:00–12:00 on Zoom.

Sign up by e-mail to piebod@kth.se

Don't forget to apply

- Jubilee appropriation. For doctoral students, postdocs and researchers at KTH who received their doctorate no more than five years ago.
- Scholarships from Olle Eriksson Foundation for Materials Engineering
- Travel grants from Stiftelsen för teknisk vetenskaplig forskning och utbildning
- Stipendier ur Stiftelsen Per Hagbarths ststipendiefond
- Stipendier från Stiftelsen Rudolph Carl Norberg. For doctoral students conducting research in the field of US-Swedish economic relations.
We want your news!

Do you have exciting research going on? Won a prize? Received a large research grant? Anything else worthy of an article, interview or a mention? Email us! infomaster@itm.kth.se.

More news from KTH and the ITM School
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